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After returning to his room, Lu Yuan received a short message shortly after it was sent
by the Genius Camp, and the credits had already been credited.

Lu Yuan clicked on the student card, and the information changed.

Name: Lu Yuan.

Student ID: 1410082

Credits: 2393500

School year: 1

Close to 2.4 million credits!

Lu Yuan didn't even think about it, so he boarded the school's mall and found the
combat skill: Blink.

It's just a superb gene at the boss level, but the price needs two million credits.

If the emperor of war or even the power of war emperor level, perhaps this kind of
extraordinary gene would not be needed.

After all, the improvement in all aspects after burning is indeed a bit small, but for Lu
Yuan, he doesn't need to care about these.

He even looked forward to what this extraordinary gene would become after evolution.

Lu Yuan didn't hesitate, he paid the credits directly, and bought the shining
transcendent gene.
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Two million credits were deducted, and Lu Yuankali's credits were only 390,000.

Lu Yuan didn't use it anymore.

He intends to keep it and buy a few special transcendent genes when the time comes.

For example, powerful single attack type extraordinary genes, group attack type
extraordinary genes, and even illusions can also be bought.

Because it was delivered in school, and within half an hour of Lu Yuan's payment,
someone delivered the courier to the door.

Lu Yuan went downstairs and opened the door. After confirming the receipt of the
goods, Lu Yuan put the black metal box containing the glittering transcendent genes
into the war pattern space.

Around two o'clock in the afternoon, Lu Yuan entered the place of origin.

Because of the beast tide, Lu Yuan hasn't entered the place of origin for a while.

With a flash of white light, Lu Yuan appeared in the room he rented in Tianluo City.

Turning on the communication crystal, Lu Yuan found a lot of news on it, either from
Amy or every night.

Lu Yuan clicked to take a look.

Amy: "Big liar, hasn't your beast tide over yet?"

"Big liar, you haven't entered the land of origin for a long time, have you been okay
recently?"

"Big liar? You won't die, will you?!"

"Uuuuuu...big liar, you died so miserably."

Lu Yuan: "???"

Seeing the last message, Lu Yuan was full of black lines.

What's the matter, Amy, this bastard, actually thinks he is dead? !



Is he so easy to die? ?

Lu Yuan sent a message to Amy:

"Brother, I'm still alive! The animal tide was serious a few days ago, and I didn't have
time to enter the place of origin."

Then there is Yeye’s news:

"Lu Yuan, I recently found a few good transcendent genes here, all of which are
king-level. They are Fury of Wind and Thunder, Golden Wheel of Heavenly Jun,
Silver Light Armor, and Power of Crazy Dragon. See if you want Which one?"

This was when Lu Yuan exchanged civilization inheritance crystals before, letting Amy
and Ye Ye exchange extraordinary genes.

Originally, Lu Yuan wanted to switch to the extraordinary genes of the space system or

the time system.

But there is definitely no time series, it's too rare.

The space system is also extremely rare, and it does exist in Yeye's house, but it is a
king-level space system gene.

It is too precious, the price far exceeds the civilization heritage crystal they traded
before.

Naturally, Lu Yuan couldn't let Ye Ye give it to him. He didn't have that thick-skinned
face, so he had to settle for something else.

Both Ye Ye and Amy are very hardworking, and the transcendent genes sent to Lu
Yuan are still pretty good, and they are all of the king's level.

To be honest, the price of these king-level transcendent genes is still higher than those
of civilization crystals.

But they didn't say much, they still took it out.

It's just that Lu Yuan was not very satisfied with the few genes given earlier, plus Lu
Yuan was busy with the animal tide, so he didn't pay much attention.



Now Ye Ye has found him an extraordinary gene again.

Lu Yuan looked at the introduction.

Thunderstorm is an extraordinary gene for a single attack. You can tell from the name

that the elemental attacks of the thunder and wind elements are just attaching elements
to weapons such as epee and battle axe to initiate an attack, which can be regarded as a
half-element half-power attack gene.

Tianjun golden wheel is also a group attack gene, which can condense a series of
golden wheels to attack opponents.

The silver light battle armor is the extraordinary gene of the guardian system. It
condenses the power of light to form a defensive battle armor outside of the body. It is
said that the defensive ability is very strong.

The power of the mad dragon is an extraordinary gene that enhances its own strength.
Since it is a king-level, its power should not be weak.

These four are very rare transcendent genes, and they are all kings.

Ye Ye is very careful to ensure that the main boosting attribute of each extraordinary
gene is strength or physique.

Obviously, it was to prevent Lu Yuan from wasting the amplification effect of the

extraordinary gene on other aspects.

After all, Lu Yuan itself is the guardian system, and the main thing to strengthen is the
physique, of course, strengthening the strength is not a big problem.

Lu Yuan finally thought about it and chose Wind and Thunder Fury.

Nothing else, mainly because his attacking methods are too lacking, and he wants some
attacking combat skills.

The Fury of Wind and Thunder has two elements, at first glance they are even rarer.

Lu Yuan sent a message to Ye Ye:



"Before I was busy with the task, I want the fury of the wind and thunder, thank you
every night."

It didn't take long for Ye Ye to send a message.

"Well, I'll mail it to you and tell me your address."

"good."

Lu Yuan told Ye Ye where he rented the house.

The place of origin also has a courier service, and it is also the post office of the place
of origin itself.

All are transported by the construct.

Not long after Lu Yuan waited in the rented house, the space suddenly fluctuated and
opened a circular space door.

Afterwards, a two-meter-high white structure came out of the space door.

He looked at Lu Yuan and said:

"Origin Express, please confirm your identity."

Lu Yuan placed the war pattern in front of the white construct.

Light shining from the eyes of the white construct, sweeping across the war pattern.

"Di, the identity has been confirmed, please sign for the goods."

A golden transcendent gene appeared in the hands of the white construct.

Gold is the color of the king.

Lu Yuan took the thing and picked it up to see that it was indeed the fury of Feng Lei.

He showed a slight smile.

After Lu Yuan received the goods, the white structure entered the space door, and then
the space door closed automatically.



Lu Yuan looked at the closed space door, a little jealous.

The ability to open space doors at will and arrive in a flash from thousands of miles
away is too strong.

I don’t know if he evolves the flashing to the depths, is it so strong?

Lu Yuan didn't think much, and sent a message to Ye Ye:

"The transcendent gene has been received."

"Yeah. Practice hard, I'm going to the third rank."

The corner of Lu Yuan's mouth twitched, a little envious.

Because he needs to supplement his genetic temperament after each evolution, his
cultivation speed will actually slow down a lot.

After all, there is no way for others to evolve extraordinary genes, so naturally there is
no need to supplement gene temperament.

In contrast, for Lu Yuan, his cultivation speed would have some influence.

However, Lu Yuan himself had a strong talent, and although his cultivation speed had
a certain influence, it would not be great.

Then let's practice hard.

Lu Yuan left the rented house, went to the martial arts training hall, opened the gravity
room, and started practicing.

Twenty-five days later, Lu Yuan left the place of origin.

He can now absorb 7,200 Tier 4 spirit crystals every day, and nearly 180,000 Tier 4
spirit crystals have been consumed in 25 days.

If it were changed to the touch of nature and the white jade spirit body gene, it would
have been nearly half refined.

However, the mechanical control has only been tempered by less than one-third, which
is still far away.



Lu Yuan was a little skeptical. To complete the mechanical control refinement, more
than one million spirit crystals would be needed, and the number of spirit crystals
needed to consume far exceeded the white jade spirit body and the touch of nature.

But Lu Yuan didn't care, he still had a lot of spiritual power gene liquid, enough for
him to use.

Out of the place of origin, it is already two days after real time.

Lu Yuan left the room and went to the living room, only to find that Si Tingfeng and
the other three were not there.

After eating the breakfast that Becky had prepared, he went out to Si Tingyu's
dormitory.

Just as soon as it knocked on the door, Si Tingyu's intelligent robot opened the door.

The mechanical sound rang: "Master Lu Yuan, please come in, the master is waiting for
you in the underground training room."

Lu Yuan nodded, and walked down the underground stairs familiarly to the
underground training room.

In the training room, Si Tingyu was sitting cross-legged in the center.

After Lu Yuan came, she opened her eyes and looked at Lu Yuan with her golden red
eyes.

"You came."

Lu Yuan nodded: "Well, mentor, I'm here."

Si Tingyu stood up, wearing white loose exercise clothes on her body, and she could
still see her hot body.

Especially the uproar.

Secretary Tingyu smiled and said:



"Originally, you should check your unloading practice progress after the end of the
battle strength test at the end of the month, but the beast tide mission came suddenly
and can only be postponed until now. Go change into the practice uniform and let me

see your progress."

Lu Yuan entered the dressing room next to him and opened a closet. Inside it was a
black exercise suit prepared by Si Tingyu specially for Lu Yuan.

After changing into practice clothes, Lu Yuan went out and stood in front of Si Tingyu.

Si Ting Yu's golden red eyes looked at Lu Yuan with a serious face.

Si Ting Yu was originally a serious person, and her attitude became more serious when
she entered the state of teaching.

"Are you ready?"

Lu Yuan nodded.

Si Tingyu stepped forward and appeared in front of Lu Yuan. The fragrant wind
fluttered. Her plain white fist waved towards Lu Yuan's chest, whistling with a
powerful wind.

Lu Yuan's black hair was flying in the fist wind.

Lu Yuan's pupils contracted slightly, his hands crossed, and his crossbar was on his
chest.

Si Tingyu's fist fell on Lu Yuan's arm.

boom! !

With a muffled sound, Lu Yuan's body retreated two steps, and his whole body's
skeletal muscles moved in rhythm, releasing the force that rushed into his body.

Seeing this scene, Si Tingyu raised his eyebrows slightly, with a hint of approval in his
golden-red eyes:

"Yes, you can get rid of 40% of your strength."



With that, she rushed towards Lu Yuan again. This time, Si Tingyu no longer kept his
hands, and the whole body seemed to have turned into a horrible weapon, launching a
violent attack on Lu Yuan.

As a guardian warrior, Si Tingyu recorded all dragon genes, not only defense, but also
extremely terrifying power.

Arguably the most terrifying fighter.

Moreover, Si Tingyu's attack angle is extremely tricky, extremely fast, and continuous.

Lu Yuan retreated all the way, and soon installed on the wall.

Si Tingyu landed a punch on the wall beside Lu Yuan's face.

There was a loud bang.

Her golden red eyes were in front of Lu Yuan's eyes, and the distance between them
was less than one meter.

Afterwards, Si Tingyu retracted his hand and stood back.

She looked at Lu Yuan and smiled slightly:

"It's not bad. It meets my requirements. Next, I will teach you a defensive body
technique called steel body. The so-called defensive body technique is to mobilize the
whole body's musculoskeletal and even internal organs. Every part of the body is
condensed into a whole. Unload each other to achieve the effect of enhancing defense
ability. If you train the steel body to the point of perfection, your whole body defense
ability can be increased by one to two times. And the strength of the enhancement will
continue to increase according to your physical fitness."

When Lu Yuan heard the words, his eyes lit up and he looked forward to it.

You should know that after Lu Yuan turned on the white jade spirit body, his defensive
ability was already extremely strong.

If he cultivated the steel body again, and increased it twice on this basis, his defensive
ability would be invincible.



When the secretary heard Yu Yu seeing Lu Yuan expecting, he also smiled:

"Next I will teach you how to practice..."

…………

After handing over the steel body training method to Lu Yuan, Si Tingyu used a brutal
beating method to quickly improve Lu Yuan.

Although it was a bit painful, Lu Yuan could feel his progress visible to the naked eye.

It can be said to be painful and happy.

Time passed, and one day passed quickly. In the evening, footsteps came from the

stairs and Si Tingxue walked down.

Lu Yuan was lying on the ground with a bruised nose and swollen face.

In order to speed up Lu Yuan's practice, Si Tingyu could say that he was not merciful.

According to her words, through the transmission of external force in the body, you can
better feel how to connect the whole body into a whole.

Of course, Lu Yuan did feel this.

Otherwise, he wouldn't improve so fast.

Seeing Si Tingxue coming in ~www.mtlnovel.com~ Si Tingyu stopped and said:

"Let's stop here today, continue tomorrow."

Hearing this, Lu Yuan was lying on the ground, breathing continuously.

worn out.

At this time, he saw Si Tingxue looking at him, her little fuchsia mouth hooked slightly,
as if she was smiling.

Lu Yuan: "???"

What? !



How can it be?

Si Tingxue, who is an ice cube, can laugh?

I must be wrong.

It's impossible for this woman to laugh because I was beaten so badly, right?

When Lu Yuan looked at Si Tingxue again, she found that her face was still cold.

Lu Yuan felt that he had made a mistake.

Si Yingyu saw Lu Yuan lying directly on the ground, smiling and saying:

"Let’s eat here today."

"good."

Lu Yuan nodded.

The next day, Lu Yuan continued to come over and was abused by Si Tingyu.

Then in the evening, after Si Tingxue came over, he stayed here for dinner before going
back.

On the third day, Lu Yuan's light gate recovered, and he once again entered the land of
origin.

In this way, Lu Yuan tempered his genes when he was in the land of origin, and when
he was in the real world, he went to Si Tingyu to cultivate the steel body.

When Si Tingyu entered the land of origin, Lu Yuan practiced on his own.

When I entered the Land of Origin for the third time, with the improvement of Lu Yuan
cultivation, the time that I could stay in the Land of Origin reached 36 days, reaching
its limit.

For 36 days in the Land of Origin, Lu Yuan could absorb 250,000 Tier 4 spirit

crystals, and the tempering speed was even faster.



When he entered the place of origin for the seventh time and was about to leave the
place of origin, Lu Yuan raised his mechanical control to perfection.

This cost Lu Yuan a full more than one million Tier 4 spirit crystals, and the resources
consumed can be imagined.
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